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Thursday January 2nd 2020 

Today was a SS day. ES rallied to its Standard Deviation Penetration highs, then a decline started. Then 
WOW the power of the previous day high, a new rally started. 
 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the real decline starts. 

 

 

 



Friday January 3rd 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Monday January 6th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets declined, and tried to retest their BDL and failed. Then the real rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Since most markets have reached their targets, The decline could start at any 
time  

 

 

 



 

Tuesday January 7th 2020 

Today was a SS day. As ES reached its low end of the Standard Deviation Penetration level, then the 
Decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets are close to their target for a Buy day. Therefore the rally could start at 
any time. 

 

 



Wednesday January 8th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined and surpassed all levels. Amazing that crazy news come with the 
right cycle day. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day, Markets are way above their Sell day targets. Therefore we could be in for a 
confused day.  

 

 

 



Thursday January 9th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets continued their rally but in a more confused way.  

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Momentum may take markets higher. Having said that, since we are way above 
the average targets, the decline could start at any time.  

 

 

 



Friday January 10th 2020 

Today was a SS day. As expected momentum did take markets higher and when they reached their 
Penetration levels, the decline started. 

Monday will be a Buy day. Although the decline is mostly in place, momentum may take markets lower 
before the rally starts. 

 

 

 



Monday January 13th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets were already at targets therefore the rally started at the open. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets are again at their targets, which could make for a confused day. 
Having said that momentum may take markets higher before the confusion starts.  

 

 

 



Tuesday January 14th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected markets rallied a little bit more and then when ES reached TTT MA  the 
confusion started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets are close to their targets, therefore the decline could start at any time.  

 

 

 



Wednesday January 15th 2020 

Today was a SS day. The decline started as expected but then it got confused. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for some kind of decline to continue.  

 

 

 

 



Thursday January 16th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. We only got a small decline during the overnight session. With the GAP open for the 
day session TVGR took effect and markets rallied all day. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets are at targets. Momentun make take markets higher, but we could be 
looking for some confusion. 

 

 

 



Friday January 17th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected momentum did take markets higher and when ES reached its 
Penetration levels, the confusion started. 

Monday will be a SS day. Markets are at targets. Therefore the decline could start at any time. 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 



Monday January 20th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Shorten market day made for a small decline. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Based on averages, there is room for the decline to continue.   

 

 

 

 



Tuesday January 21st 2020 

Today was a Buy day. As expected, markets declined and once they reached their TTT levels, a rally 
started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There is room for the rally to continue.   

 

 

 



Wednesday January 22nd 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets rallied to start and once ES reached its Penetration level, the confusion 
started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. As long as markets open above yesterday’s low, the current decline could 
continue. If not we could be in for more confusion.  

 

 

 



Thursday January 23rd 2020 

Today was a SS day. Two of the four instruments opened below their BDL for the day session. Therefore 
markets had to rally in order for these two to produce a Positive 3 day rally. We had 90%+ odds of that 
happening and it did. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having closed near the highs of the day, momentum may take markets higher 
before the decline starts. 

 

 



Friday January 24th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Once markets reached their Penetration levels, the decline started and then reached 
their Violation levels before reversing. 

Monday will be a Sell day. The late day rally has room to continue. 

 

 

 



Monday January 27th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets failed to produve a Rally due to the gap down at the open last night. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is good odds that they will try to get back above their BDL.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tuesday January 28th 2020 

Today was a SS day. All markets except YM managed to get back above their BDL. YM only missed by 16 
points. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having closed near the highs of the day, momentum may take markets higher 
before the decline starts. If YM gets their 16 points it would negate their 3 day failure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wednesday January 29th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. As expected momentum did take markets higher and once Penetration levels 
reached, the decline started. YM did negate its Failure of yesterday. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Again momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Thursday January 30th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As mentioned last night, momentum did take markets lower and once they tested 
their Violation levels a few times, the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. ES is at its target level, however momentum may take markets higher before the 
decline starts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Friday January 31st 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets tested yesterday’s high and didn’t manage to get much higher. Then the 
decline started, and surpassed all levels before reversing. 

Monday will be a Buy day. The decline is in place, therefore the rally could start at any time. 

Have a great weekend   

 

 

 

 

 

 



Monday February 3rd 2020 

Today was a Buy day. As expected, since the decline was already in place, the rally started right from the 
open on Sunday night. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Again the rally is in place, we could therefore be in for some confusion.  

 

 

 



Tuesday February 4th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets rallied right out of the gate and never looked back as they surpassed all 
possible levels. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets are way above their average targets. Momentum may take markets 
higher before the decline starts.   

 

 

 



Wednesday February 5th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets continued their rally all day and surpassed all possible levels.  

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.  

 

 

 

 



Thursday February 6th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. As expected in last night’s report, momentum did take markets higher before the 
decline started. The TTT Range indicator was a great tool to help us predict today’s high and the support 
level once the high was reached. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. A good part of the rally is in place. Therefore we could be in for a confusing 
day.  

 

 



Friday February 7th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets started their way down from the start. It was a confused way down. 

Monday will be a SS day. Having closed below their BDL we have good odds of getting back above before 
the close on Monday 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 



Monday February 10th 2020 

Today was a SS day. All markets except RTY made  a Positive 3 Day rally as they had to rally back above 
their BDL. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts. They may help 
RTY get back above its previous BDL.  

 

 

 



Tuesday February 11th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did manage to produce some kind of decline.  

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. The rally that started at the end of the day has room to continue.   

 

 

 

 



Wednesday February 12th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets rallied and reached their targets. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets are at targets, therefore the decline could start at any time.  

 

 

 

 



Thursday February 13th 2020 

Today was a SS day. ES retested its BDL which held, then a new rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for a decline.  

 

 

 

 



Friday February 14th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. ES declined and nearly reached its daily range level, then the rally started. 

Monday will be a Sell day. There is room for the rally to continue. 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 

 



Monday February 17th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets continued their rally. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. The rally is in place, therefore the decline could start at any time. Having said 
that momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.  

 

 

 



Tuesday February 18th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets did manage to produce a Positive 3 day rally even for the day session. The 
decline was very confused. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is room for the decline to continue.  

 

 

 



Wednesday February 19th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets rallied from the get go and never looked back, producing just a small decline 
for the 24hr session. Day session was affected by TVGR 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Targets are in place which could make for a confused day.   

 

 

 



Thursday February 20th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected we did get confusion, however it was much more exaggerated than 
anticipated.  

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Some of the markets are below their BDL. Therefore we should be looking for a 
rally to at least that level, after which anything can happen.  

 

 

 



Friday February 21st 2020 

Today was a SS day. All but RTY had a FAILED 3 day rally. The whole week felt like we were out of cycle, 
however that sometimes happens when we get a shorten day holiday. 

Monday will be a Buy day. The decline is in place, therefore the rally could start at any time. 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 



Monday February 24th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets gapped down at the open last night and TVGR took over and we ended up 
with a huge decline 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We should be looking forward to some kind of rally.  

 

 

 



Tuesday February 25th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets all produced a rally in both the 24hrs and day session, as they reached their 
Sell day targets and even their 3 day rally targets. However they didn’t manage to hold to these gains and 
crashed passed all Violation levels. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets need to get back above their BDL to produce a positive 3 day cycle. If 
they don’t, that will be the second failure in a row. That is a bearish sign.  

 

 



Wednesday February 26th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets declined again and then tried to rally. They failed to get back above their BDL 
and therefore failed to produce a Positive 3 day rally. That is bearish unless they manage to negate that 
failure tomorrow with a big rally. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. The decline is in place. Therefore the rally could start at any time, if they want.  

 

 

 



Thursday February 27th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets again declined hard and surpassed all possible levels.  

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts.  

 

 

 

 



Friday February 28th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Momentum did take markets extremely lower before the rally started. 

Monday will be a Sell day. Targets for Monday have already been reached. This could cause more 
confusion. 

 

 

 



Monday March 2nd 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets declined further with a gap at the open last night. However a confused rally 
started very soon after the open and recovered the last 2 trading day losses. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for some kind of decline, before a rally starts. 

 

 

 



Tuesday March 3rd 2020 

Today was a Buy day. And a confused Buy day it was. Markets declined to their MA levels only to rally past 
their future 3 Day rally levels. Then a new confused decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. At this point, is the late day rally, the real one, or will the confusion continue.   

 

 

 



Wednesday March 4th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets retested yesterday’s low, then the real rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Targets for the 3 day rally are in place, therefore the decline could start at any 
time.  

 

 

 



Thursday March 5th 2020 

Today was a SS day. As mentioned last night, the targets were in place and the decline could start at any 
time, well they started from the get go last night. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. As per TTT the targets are in place and the rally could start at any time. 
However momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts.  

 

 



Friday March 6th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. As mentioned last night, momentum did take markets lower before the rally started. 

Monday will be a Sell day. This crazy market has surpassed targets, therefore we could be in for a confused 
day. 

 

 

 



Monday March 9th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets gapped down at the open last night  and never looked back. TVGR was in 
effect. Only the day session missed to produce a rally. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. It is a long way to get back to their BDL. Markets could go either way, but should 
try to get back to that target.  

 

 

 



Tuesday March 10th 2020 

Today was a SS day. 3 out of 4 failed to reached their BDL. Only NQ made it and the other 3 did give is a 
college try twice. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets may try to negate that failure with the end of day momentum. We 
could also be looking for a small decline. 

I must admit it is not easy to read this crazy market.   

 

 



Wednesday March 11th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets tried to retest yesterday’s low, then some kind of rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. With this kind of crazy markets, we need to pay more attention to the Recap 
MA numbers. However the markets are still very volatile. 

 

 

 



Thursday March 12th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets did managed to produce a small rally in the Globex session. But the rally 
failed and a strong decline started.  

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Big hill to climb and most likely we will get another 3 day rally failure.   

 

 

 



Friday March 13th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets did try hard to get back to their BDL but only NQ and ES made it. 

Monday will be a Buy day. Markets may try to negate this failure as they are so close. However since the 
Bear markets is confirmed, The decline could start at any moment. 

Have a great weekend 

 

 



Monday March 16th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined and declined hard. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Looking more to the Recap MA page now  since the last manty cycles have 
been crazy, we should soon get a better picture that looking at 12 years of history provide in the Recap 
page. Based on the recap MA page  we have reached the targets for tomorrow, however Momentum should 
take markets higher. That said if you like Fibonacci today’s decline took ES to 38.2% correction of the rally 
that started March 2008 till last month’s high. Let see what will happen. 

 



Tuesday March 17th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were very confused but did managed to produce a rally. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets are above their TTT MA targets  which are not a full 20 cycles af this 
crazy markets. Therefore they could go either way, but the decline could start at any time. 

 

 

 



Wednesday March 18th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets started their decline but then a confusion started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. The MA decline is in place. Lets see if the confusion continues. 

 

 

 

 



Thursday March 19th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did produce a big decline, then a confused rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Targets are already reached, therefore the rest of the rally could also be 
confused.   

 

 



Friday March 20th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected the rally was confused with markets Penetrating yesterday’s high, then 
declining with some Violating yesterday’s low. 

Monday will be a SS day. Based on averages two of the instruments need to make it back above 
yesterday’s low. Then the decline could start at any time. 

Have a great weekend.   

 



Monday March 23rd 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets opened lower but rallied back to get at least above their BDL. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets are below their decline targets, therefore the rally could start at any 
time. Having said that, since we are in a bear market, the decline could continue.  

 

 

 



Tuesday March 24th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets rallied from the get go last night and never looked back. TVGR was in effect 
all day. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. MA Targets are in place. Confusion could set in.   

 

 

 



Wednesday March 25th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets did continue their rally but it was very confused. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets are way above their targets, therefore the decline could start at any 
time.  

 

 

 



Thursday March 26th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets started some kind of decline but then rallied and never looked back. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.  

 

 

 



Friday March 27th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined and reached TTT MA levels then rallied back to TTT levels only to 
decline back to MA levels again. 

Monday will be a Sell day. Late day momentum may take markets lower before the real rally starts. 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 



Monday March 30th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected markets continued their declined and when they reached their MA 
Violation levels, the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. MA targets are in place. Therefore the decline could start at any time. Having 
said that, momentum may take markets higher before that decline starts. 

PS. I am using the MA page numbers since it uses the last 20 cycles average. In this crazy time that seems 
better targets.    

 



Tuesday March 31st  2020 

Today was a SS day. Momentum did take markets higher to their Violation levels, before the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets are already below their MA levels for tomorrow. Therefore the rally 
could start at any time.  

 

 

 



Wednesday April 1st  2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets decline way further than expected and surpassed all level. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Maybe the last part of the day rally will continue tomorrow.  

 

 

 



Thursday April 2nd 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused from the start rallying then retesting their BDL, only to rally 
again but in a confused way. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. MA targets are nearly in place, therefore more confusion could be possible.   

 

 

 



Friday April 3nd 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets retested yesterday’s high and failed a few time, then the decline started. 

Monday will be Buy day. There is room for the decline to continue.  

 

 

 



Monday April 6th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets rallied from the open last night and never looked back. Only the globex 
session produced a decline. TVGD did set in for the day session, therefore preventing a decline. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. The rally has surpassed TTT MA level. Therefore we could be in for a confused 
day.   

 

 



Tuesday April 7th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected markets were confused by continuing yesterday’s rally only to start a 
decline later in the day. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day Markets are above their 3 Day Rally targets, therefore the late day decline could 
continue.  

 

 



Wednesday April 8th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets tested yesterday’s low and failed. Then a new rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking forward to some kind of decline.  

 

 

 



Thursday April 9th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets had a confused decline, then a rally started.  

Monday will be a Sell day. The rally is mostly in place, therefore we could be in for more confusion. 

Have a great stay at home weekend.  

 

 



Monday April 13th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused gapping up at the start the declining, then rallying again, so 
on. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. The confusion could continue, however the decline could start at any time.   

 

 



Tuesday April 14th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets opened last night and rallied all day long and reached TTT MA p level. TVGR 
was in effect for the day session. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.  

 

 

 



Wednesday April 15th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets started to decline from the start last night and bounced when ES reached 
yesterday’s low. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There is plenty of room for the rally to continue.  

 

 

 



Thursday April 16th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets tested their Yesterday’s low a few times and then the real rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets haven’t reached their TTT MA level yet, therefore the rally could 
continue. Having said that if markets open above their BDL tomorrow for the day session, the decline could 
start at any time.   

 

 



Friday April 17th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets gaped up at the open of the globex session but later declined o close the gap 
only to rally again. 

Monday will be a Buy day. Momentum of the late day rally may take markets higher before the decline 
starts. 

Have a great weekend. 

 



Monday April 20th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined and found support at its Violation level, however that rally was short 
lived when it found resistance at what was supposed to be Support at TTT level. A new decline followed. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts.  

 

 



Tuesday April 21st 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets tried to rally and failed. Markets did find some support at their TTT MA 
Violation levels. Only RTY managed to get back above its BDL temporarily during the Day session. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Based on averages Markets have good odds of getting back above the BDL 
before the close tomorrow.   

 

 



Wednesday April 22nd  2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets did have great odds of getting back above their BDL   and they did. Then it 
looks like a new decline has started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is room for the decline to continue. 

 

 



Thursday April 23rd 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets retested yesterday’s high before starting their decline, then once reaching 
TTT level, rallied again  only to decline 1 more time. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Having closed at the lows of the day, momentum may markets lower before the 
real rally starts.  

 

 



Friday April 24th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets retested yesterday’s low and then the rally started. 

Monday will be a SS day. Having closed on the high’s for the day, momentum may take markets higher 
before the decline starts. 

Have a great weekend.  

 



Monday April 27th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Momentum did take markets higher and they never looked back surpassing 
Penetration levels. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Again momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts. 

 

 

 



Tuesday April 28th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Momentum did take markets higher before the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We should be looking for a confused rally.  

 

 

 



Wednesday April 29th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Today wasn’t confused as the rally continued all day. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.  

 

 

 



Thursday April 30th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Momentum did take markets to their Penetration level, then the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. The decline has reached TTT levels  but momentum may take them to TTT MA 
levels before the rally starts. 

 

 

 



Friday May 1st 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets gapped down last night and continued in a downward direction all day. 

Monday will be a Sell day. Momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts. 

Have a great weekend  

 

 



Monday May 4th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets opened last night below their BDL. At that point we knew we had very good 
odds of getting back above these lows. YM was slow to get there but managed it during the day session. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is room for today’s rally to continue.  

 

 

 



Tuesday May 5th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets continued their rally till they reached their Penetration levels, then the decline 
started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts. 

 

 

 



Wednesday May 6th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did try to retest their previous day highs and failed, then the confused decline 
started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. The confusion should continue.  

 

 

 



Thursday May 7th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Momentum took markets lower at the start, then a rally started and took a rest when 
Penetration levels were reached. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Based on the last 3 months of data, the rally could continue. Having said that 
since it is a SS day the decline could also start at any time. 

 

 



Friday May 8th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets continued their rally until the close and reached their TTT MA Penetration 
levels. 

Monday will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts. 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 



Monday May 11th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. As expected, momentum took markets higher to reached their Penetration levels 
before starting their decline. Then once the day session opened with a gap down, at Friday’s day low, TVGR 
took over when the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. The rally should continue but in a confused manner.    

 

 



Tuesday May 12th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets did manage to produce a rally, however a strong decline started after the day 
session open. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Based on averages, we have good odds that markets should try to get back 
above their BDL. 

 

 



Wednesday May 13th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets tried to get back above their BDL but all failed except NQ that even got there 
during the day session. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for a rally however the decline may not be finished 

 

 

 



Thursday May 14th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined hard and nearly reached TTT MA levels after surpassing some 
Violation levels. Then the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets are close to their TTT MA targets. Therefore we could be in for a 
confusing day.   

 

 



Friday May 15th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected, the rally was mostly in place and once ES reached it’s Penetration level, 
the confusion started. 

Monday will be a SS day. There is room for the last part of the day rally to continue based on the RecapMA 
numbers. However as long as we open above the BDL, anything can happen. 

Have a great weekend. 

 



Monday May 18th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets rallied all night and when the day session opened with such a gap, TVGR 
took over. The rally continued all day and slowed down when most markets reached their Standard deviation 
Penetration levels. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for some kind of decline.  

 

 



Tuesday May 19th 2020 

Today was a Buy Day. All 4 instruments declined and reached their TTT level during the overnight session 
then started to rally to reach their Penetration level. Then declined again to retest that level and rallied again. 
Once NQ retested its high for the day then real decline started and all closed on their low for the day. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts.   

 

 



Wednesday May 20th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Momentum did take markets lower before the rally started. Then when ES reached its 
previous day high the rally stopped and confusion started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Late day momentum may take markets higher before the decline start. I must 
mention that TTT MA level still has room to go higher. 

 

 



Thursday May 21st 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets did decline but it was a very confused day. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is room to go for the TTT MA, however there is a decline in place, 
therefore the rally could start at any time. 

 

 

 



Friday May 22nd 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined and reached some kind of Violation levels, then the rally started. 

Monday will be a Sell day Markets are past the regular level but has room to go to the MA level. Therefore 
we could be in for a confused day. 

Have a great weekend.   

 

 



Monday May 25th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Although it was a Holiday, markets did manage to reach some Penetration levels, 
either average or Standard Deviation levels. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets are stuck in between TTT and TTT MA levels. Therefore there is room 
for the rally to continue. Having said that, the decline could start at any time.   

 

 



Tuesday May 26th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets all rallied to some Penetration levels before the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets are at their TTT levels but still have room to go if they want to reach 
their TTT MA levels. Having said that, since some kind of decline is in place the rally could start at any time.   

 

 



Wednesday May 27th 2020 

Today was a Buy Day. Markets declined and once ES reached its TTTv level, the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets are above their TTT levels but there is room to reach their TTT MA 
levels. Momentum may take markets higher before the confusion starts.    

 

 

 



Thursday May 28th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Once markets reached TTT MA Penetration Low  StdDev, they started to decline. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. At this point the decline could continue, however there is room for the 3 day rally 
to continue.   

 

 

 



Friday May 29th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets performed perfectly at the start but then month end window dressing started 
and confused the whole day. 

Monday will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts. 

Have a great weekend   

 

 



Monday June 1st 2020 

Today was a Buy day. BDL was mad at the open of the Globex session then markets had resistance with 
their previous day high which cause confusion for the rest of the day. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We could be looking for more confusion.   

 

 



Tuesday June 2nd 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused, rallied at first then declined and found support at TTT level 
and then rallied again. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts. We are in 
between the 2 targets therefore anything goes.  

 

 



Wednesday June 3rd 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets reached their Penetration levels before a last minute small decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is plenty of room for the decline to continue.   

 

 

 



Thursday June 4th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. It was a bit confusing. However when NQ retested its overnight low a rally started but 
once it reached its TTT Penetration Standard Deviation Low, the real decline started and reached its TTT 
StdDev Violation low. Then a new rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Maybe more confusion in the cards as ES and NQ have reached their TTT 
levels, however based on the latest averages, they could easily go higher.   

 



Friday June 5th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets rallied all day until they reached their TTT MA level.  

Monday will be a SS day. The late day decline could continue however the TTT MA target still has room to 
go higher. 

Have a great weekend. 

 

 



Monday June 8th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets fought with Friday’s high which finally broke and new high was made. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.  

 

 

 



Tuesday June 9th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. During the Globex session markets tested their PH and failed , then the decline 
started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Part of the rally is in place, therefore we could look for a confused day.    

 

 

 



Wednesday June 10th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected we had a confused day with NQ making new highs while the others just 
went up and down. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Some closed below their BDL, therefore we have good odds that they will rally 
above these levels. 

 

 



Thursday June 11th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets opened and kept diving all day. Once the day session TVGR set in and the 
declined continued. All but NQ had a failed 3 day rally. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. The current decline is more than average, therefore the rally could start at any 
time.  

 

 



Friday June 12th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets continued their decline although in a confused was until it reached 
yesterday’s lows and some Violation levels. 

Monday will be a Sell day. The rally that started late in the day should continue, however the confusion could 
continue. 

 

 



Monday June 15th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets declined to their Violation levels before rallying again.  

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Having closed on the highs of the day, momentum may take markets higher 
before the decline starts.   

 

 



Tuesday June 16th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets rallied higher then got confused. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We still have room to reach the TTT MA levels    

 

 

 



Wednesday June 17th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did some kind of decline but it was a very confused day. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We could be in for more confusion as this rally unfolds.  

 

 

 



Thursday June 18th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused and fought with their BDL all day, NQ and ES won  but YM an 
RTY missed to close above by a little. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Based on averages, markets should all get above their BDL before the close 
tomorrow. Once that is achieved, markets could go in any direction. 

  

 



Friday June 19th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets rallied to some Penetration level, then the decline started. 

Monday will be a Buy day. Markets have surpassed their average decline levels. However having closed on 
the lows of the day, Momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts. 

Have a great weekend. 

 

 



Monday June 22nd 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets open with a gap down last night at some Violation level. The rally then 
started and kept going all day. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Momentum may take markets higher, however since we are at target levels we 
could be in for some confusion. 

 

 



Tuesday June 23rd 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected we did get confusion. Last night ES dropped suddenly and bounced right 
back from its TTT MA Std Dev Low to then reach nearly its MA Penetration level. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Based on today’s action we could be in for more confusion.   

 

 

 



Wednesday June 24th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets tried to rally and failed, the then decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets are at MA targets, therefore the rally could start at any time. 

 

 

 



Thursday June 25th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets reached Violation levels overnight and retested during day session. Then a 
rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There is room for the rally to continue but we could be looking for some 
confusion.   

  

 



Friday June 26th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets tested the overnight high and failed. The a new decline started.  

Monday will be a SS day. Markets are below their BDL, therefore we have good odds of at least getting back 
above before the close on Monday. 

Have a great weekend.   

  

 



Monday June 29th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets were below their BDL  and managed to rally all day and reach at least their 
TT level. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having closed close to the highs of the day, momentum may take markets 
higher before the decline starts.  

 

 



Tuesday June 30th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. When some of the markets reached their TTT Level, the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There is room to go in order to reach the TTT MA levels, however it could be in 
a confused way. 

 

 


